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CARRIE BRENNAN
A friend from home texted me half-way through the reunion 
weekend, “I hope you are having a blast!” The comment 
made me pause. I was having an amazing time and knew 
that my last-minute decision to come was the right one, but 
the word “blast” really didn’t come to mind. My experiences 
of reunion were enjoyable, emotional, reflective – defined 
not by a let-loose party vibe but by deep connection 
and shared memory. It was a coming home of sorts, and 
perhaps long overdue.

Our 30th reunion was my first. I am one of those classmates 
who was influenced to attend by the springtime discussion 
sparked on Facebook. I especially loved Rachel Dratch’s 
appeal in the May newsletter. What’s getting in the way of 
coming anyhow, she joked, “an important juice cleanse”? 
I read to the end of her piece as the humor subsided: 
“We don’t care if you look perfect or are perfect - we are 
old enough to know now that nobody is. Come join the 
reunion in Hanover.” And I hopped online to make my plane 
reservations.

In many ways the reunion was more of a 
34th than a 30th for me, catapulting me 
back to our first fall at Dartmouth, when that 
sense of ourselves as '88s was imprinted. 
Hiking up Velvet Rocks like a mini-freshman 
trip, cracking up with fellow Lodge-mate 
Caitlin Hadtke Gagnon over the recent 
newsletter feature on our forlorn dorm, and 
reconnecting with my husband, Michael 
Mann’s, New Hamp freshmen roommates, 
Andy Axel and Derek McDowell (who 
shared what I always called the ‘smallest triple on campus’), 
brought me back to that long-ago first year.

The Memorial Service meant the world to me. For the first 
time I was able to grieve and celebrate some of my favorite 
people during those early years at Dartmouth with others 
who knew and loved them. Omondi Obura, another fellow 
Lodger, who shared an insider’s experience of Nairobi 
with those of us on the Kenya FSP. Karen Avenoso, who 
convinced me to take my first education class sophomore 
fall and led me down a life-long career path. Bridget 
Mahoney Jenkins, my field hockey buddy from freshman 
year, who made the long bus rides bearable. Stacey 

Coverdale, who challenged me to grapple with the concept 
of ‘intersectionality’ before it was even a term, and whose 
tragic death hours after graduation still rests heavy in many 
of our hearts. You were all with us at reunion.  

The Ted Talk event was another moving collective experience. 
All of us crammed into that beautiful new auditorium while 
seven bold individuals got on stage to share their stories. 
We cried, clapped, and cracked up, awed by the candor, 
vulnerability, and wisdom of our classmates. We’ve been 
through a lot in our five-plus decades. We are better now 
at empathizing and commiserating with, being inspired by, 
and learning from one another.

Throughout the weekend I was struck by the intense 
planning that had gone into the reunion, especially as I 
realized it was mostly volunteer-driven. A huge thanks to 
everyone who played a role in making it all come together 
so effectively (and seemingly effortlessly). 

Lastly, a couple of special shout-
outs … to my dear friends Peter 
Rutledge and Meredith Larson 
who encouraged me to attend, 
and to three new friends who 
welcomed me in as a housemate 
over the reunion weekend – Luzi 
Johnson Robinson, Roz Barnes 
Fowler, and Ruby Ceaser. 

This first-timer is grateful I went to 
our 30th. 

Carrie, Ruby Ceaser, Rosalind Barnes Fowler, 
Quave Burton and Meredith Larson 

Caitlin Hadtke Gagnon and Carrie 

CHAD SPEIGHT
After 30 years I finally was able to attend my first reunion.  
What a great experience!   So many old friends, with great 
activities.   I was impressed by all the options and the 
diversity of programming.    I was particularly touched 
by the ceremony remembering the classmates who have 
died.  Dartmouth opened my mind and set me on a road 
less traveled; seeing old friends and places helped to 
remind me of all of the positive experiences that happened 
in Hanover.   I look forward to returning again and again.   

Chad with Sonja Kuftinec, Josh Stein and 
Steve Ganis
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NICHOLAS NOBILI
This was the first time I was attending reunion—
as a paying customer. I know, I know...but each 
time in the past I was living in the area, working 
for the college, and came with my own breakfast 
sandwiches from Dan and Whit’s, something 
froofie and edible from the Co-op or the most 
revered EBA’s Chicken Sandwiches, beers from 
Stinson’s, and usually sugar packets to feed my 
friends' kids. This time was different though, it was 
30 years!, and I was feeling rich. Mind you, not rich 
enough to not take advantage of the early pricing. 
Plus, I wanted some of the promised cool swag! 

My anticipation built as the weeks clicked by and 
more and more interesting planned events were 
revealed and more and more people signed up. 
I was intrigued by the phenomenon that some 
classmates I had never really known while attending 
years ago were now social media acquaintances/
friends. I looked forward to actually meeting and 
connecting with some of them in person, which 
was great. Of course it is easy seeing old friends and it is always nice to be surprised, like 
I was with this 30-year-old ‘before’ photo that Larissa Roesch shared with me, which 
warranted an ‘after’ photo. The whole weekend was fun and overwhelming at the same 
time, from the great food to the beautifully silent if-you-didn’t-have-the-headphones-
on ‘silent disco’, from the wildly varied, emotional and excellent talks to the thoroughly 

moving memorial service, from just being in the 
Upper Valley again, to a cooling off swim in the river 
from the crowded docks. Literally I laughed, I cried.

Pauline Garris Brown and 
Nicola McLeod Pitter

Gail Davis McAllister, Sean 
Hogan, Margie Wallace Gibson

Mary Flounders Green, Jessica 
Smith, Richard Cloobeck, Shannon 
Sweeney

Tom Hammond, Jere 
Mancini and Paul Gorczyca

Rudolph Stewart and Luzi 
Johnson Robinson

Steve Cook and 
Bob Yee

Derek McDowell, Derek Pew, 
Glory Martyn Lena, Terry 
Phillis, Chris Lena, Dave 
Girouard, John Hommeyer

Renee Noto, Amy Lafferty Hsieh, 
Kristin Ramstad Carlock

Becky Dudley Pascal, Deborah Kozart 
Ludtke, Sue Rheingold, Cherise Glick 
Bransfield, Tracey Nelson Tiedman

Meegan McCorkle, Beth 
Hofmann, Pamela Codispoti and 
Cynthia Strand Braun

Kate Haffner, Pamela Kislak and 
Kelly Mortell Prime

THEN
NOW

Nick Nobili and Larissa Roesch

Sarah Hoit and Greg 
"Aldo" Nourjian

Maura O'Neill Spangler 
and Rob Hess

Jim Hughes, Taylor Thomas, Chris McKenna, Alec 
Casey, Pat Walsh and Brian Corcoran
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CHRIS SAVOS 
I hadn't really thought that this reunion was any 
different than the others, because I've loved them 
all.  However, I realized that the big difference for 
me was that in the past I've never really hung out 
at the tent.  I usually just stayed with the same few 
guys at Sig Ep.  This year I didn't do that, in part 
because there were very few Sig Ep '88s here 
and because the house is on total 
lockdown due to discipline issues.  As 
a result, I hung out at the tent, where I 
not only connected with old friends, but 
actually made some new ones too, which 
was really cool.  And for some reason, the 
silent disco really worked for me--and a lot 
of others too, it seemed.  I usually do not like 
to dance, but the headphones  made it much 
easier to just relax and have fun.

That night/morning was definitely the 
highlight of my reunion. I can't remember the 
last time I just checked my inhibitions (and 
common sense??) at the door and just had 
fun. I certainly paid for it the next few days in 
terms of exhaustion, but it was worth it!

CATHERINE CRAIGHEAD BRIGGS
I've always been super conscious of my very poor 
dancing skills - affirmed (or shall I say rubbed in!) by 
"raw" aptitude testing done in college. About 2am, 
the dance floor was still going strong, so I figured 
my bad dance moves would be less noticed.  I found 
the headphones and music to be totally immersive 
and quickly forgot about my dancing. It was a totally 
new experience for me to enjoy dancing! Plus it was 
deeply rewarding to observe how much fun people had 
been having over the weekend. Taylor Thomas, Anne 
Chmielewski Kushwaha and their team did such an 
extraordinary job - quite simply I didn't want the reunion 

to end! I didn't want to say "good 
bye" or "good night" to anyone...
just yet. 

The '98s joined and we tipped 
the security guard to let us keep 
the music going. Besides, the 
beauty of the silent disco was 
that we weren't violating the 
noise ordinance! Looking back, 
I am so heart-warmed by how 

much our class has coalesced over the years - the 
friendships rekindled and the brand new ones made. 
I do think the '88s have some truly unique magic - 
the honest, heart-felt conversation in our Facebook 
group this spring was a true testament to how 

much we care about each 
other. I will always be grateful 
to have been part of this 
special class.  Hoping to see 
everyone again at our 35th - 
and have an even larger group 
check their inhibitions at the 
door, get out on the dance 
floor and stay up 'til dawn!

KEVIN NGUYEN (’98)
Perhaps the highlight of my Reunion was 
chancing upon the '88 Tent with my friends as 
we headed back to call it a night.  Thanks to the 
'88s for being so gracious to share your dance 
floor with us.  We had a blast!  I am AMAZED you 
all made it to sunrise, because I ran out of steam 
well before then.  You certainly put the '98s and 
'97s to shame.  

DAVE DUCKENFIELD
I ad-libbed off of one of may favorite poems, "The Cremation of Sam 
McGhee."

           There are strange things done in the midnight sun (of NH)
                  By the '88s who silent disco dance for fun;
           The Dartmouth trails have their secret tales
                 That would make your blood run cold;
           The Granite State has seen fine sights,
                  But the finest they ever did see
           Was that night in the tent during the '88 bent,
                  Time stood still for the brave and the bold

It was a glorious nightcap to an amazing weekend. Great to see 
everyone and remember why Dartmouth is so special . . . because 
of the people who study there. 

UP ALL NIGHT  Don't tell us we're in our 50s.  Not wanting the party to end, a few indomitable '88s 
(Dave Duckenfield, Catherine Craighead Briggs, Chris Savos, Brian Storr, Dorothy 
Price Hill) stayed up all night dancing at the silent disco, bouncing on a trampoline and 
watching the sun rise over Baker on Sunday morning.  

KAREN WALTERS
I only made it until 3am.  With 
Derek Lelash as our fabulous 
DJ and Saad Iqbal making 

sure everyone’s glasses were 
full, the night just flew by!

Kevin Nguyen '98,  Dave Duckenfield, Catherine Craighead Briggs, 
Robert Taboada '98, Elizabeth McGoldrick '98, Brian Storr, Karen 
Walters, Chris Savos, Danielle Green Barney, Saad Iqbal and Gim 
Lau '98 (kneeling)

Admiration from the '98s!

3:00 AM

4:00 AM

5:00 AM
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JULIE PELKAN GLUSKER
This might be one of the more amusing inquiries/requests 
I have received in my recent "adulthood" - honored to be 
among the night owls!  Wendy Pabich and I joined a late 
night crew at Alpha Chi - a great place to observe (and even 
engage with) current, vibrant undergrads exercising and 
sharpening their burgeoning social, leadership, arbitration, 
and networking skills. We were in good company with 
several '88s braving the sticky, stinky, slippery, stifling 
basement cesspool, including David and Sue Abraham, 
Margie Wallace Gibson (and Peter Gibson '86), Michelle 
Stowe Ong, Jane Grussing Lonnquist 
and Pamela Codispoti, Jennifer Wertz 
Houlihan and Glory Lena (the dynamic, 
still indomitable pong team), Jeff 
Albright, Terry Delliquadri and Dudley 
King (who managed to magically conjure 
up EBA's chicken sandwiches!!!). Late 
night social endurance (and a winning 
game of pong) is the key to hangover 
avoidance; sleep deprivation and hoarse 
vocal chords are the only side effects. 

GLORY MARTYN LENA
That last night and all the other nights of reunion were 
absolutely amazing!  It was a real highlight when they 
began serving chicken sandwiches in Alpha Chi basement 
— almost exactly like the EBA’s original. Felt just like old 
times with Julie Pelkan Glusker and Jennifer Wertz 
Houlihan!  And the pong was not half bad for old folks. 
It was easy to stay up 
all night. And really hard 
to have to say goodbye 
again.

Not to be outdone,  a bunch of '88s brushed up on their pong skills into the wee hours at 
AXA.  What kept them going?  Must have been the invigorating essence of mung!

Jen Wertz Houlihan, 
Glory Martyn Lena 
and Dudley King

Wendy Pabich, Jane Grussing Lonnquist, 
Pamela Codispoti, Julie Pelkan Glusker and 
Margie Wallace Gibson

UP ALL NIGHT
Part 2

Ruth Cserr and Nick Nobili
celebrate '88

Cold Moosilauke summit with
Anne-Marie Weldon Keane, 
Sonja Kuftinec, Steven Berkow 
and Micah Rosenfield

Cherise Glick Bransfield, Alec Casey, Kelly Aldrich 
Ouellette, Patrick Rutty, Larissa Roesch, Jim 
Ouellette, Becca Doane, Kate Haffner, Kristin 
Snow, Shannon Sweeney, Tracey Nelson Tiedman

                                        
                                                                                  

                                                  Hike to Velvet Rocks
Front row: Mark Greenlee, Terry Phillis, Cindy 
Smith Wilson, Steve Moran, Dana Beard, Kate 
Haffner, Nancy Krupicka Cotrell, Ann Jackman, 
Jessica Smith, Jeff Albright
Second row: Kathie Lambert Watt, John Ranieri 
and daughter, Rick Otto, Pete Vorbrich and son
Third row: I apologize that, due to the hats and 
sunglasses and lo-res quality of the photo, I am 
unable to identify the two '88 women in back.

Toby O'Connor, Mike Freidberg, HJ Kim, Brad 
Grenham and Fred Ludtke get the crew team back 
together

Back rpw: Earnest Wotring, Cece Jablow Bloomfield, 
Chris Lena, Paul Gorczyca, Tom Bloomfield, David 
Abraham and Jonathan Hunt
Front: Bill Gifford, Diane Gsell, Pam Crandall, Sue 
Abraham and Glory Martyn Lena

Hike to Moose Mountain 
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Moonlighter
ADAM RABINER

“So what do you do?” can be a 
conversation killer for just about 
anyone.  Most inquirers probably won’t 
thrill over the details of my job helping 
New York City manage its fiscal affairs.  
But usually, if I steer the answer to my 
other gigs as a restaurant critic or film 
reviewer, we can chat engagedly.  Who 
doesn’t like to hear about movies or 
discover new places to eat?

Getting into these side projects late 
in life may have fulfilled some long 
suppressed creative impulse.  Despite 
testing into a highly competitive public 
math and science high school, I never 
considered myself that good at STEM.  
A Religion major with a minor in 
History, I wrote tons of course essays, 
but the closest I ever got to seeing my 
byline in The Dartmouth was a letter to 
the editor.

However, from 1999 to 2002, while 
attending business school at NYU, 
I became the resident bar reviewer 
for The Opportunity, NYU’s Stern 
graduate student newspaper.  My 
“writing career”  picked up again in 
2009 with my work shift on the Safe 
Food Squad of the Park Slope Food 
Coop.  When we  decided to host a 
monthly educational film series, "Plow 
to Plate," focused on food issues, I 
reviewed the movies for the in-house 
newsletter, the Linewaiters’ Gazette.  
This beat my prior work slot cleaning 
bathrooms for two hours and forty 
minutes a month.  

My first review was H2 Worker, a 
1990 award-winning documentary 
that painted a devastating portrait 
of the conditions of immigrant sugar 
plantation laborers in Florida.  Since 
then, I feel a bit like Rex Reed, having 
penned over eighty subsequent 
articles.

It was the work with "Plow to Plate" 
that led me to broader blogging. To 
reach a wider audience for these free 
film screenings, I posted the reviews to 
the local Patch.com sites in Brooklyn, 
particularly the Prospect Heights 
Patch, my neighborhood at the time.  I 
got to know the editor and eventually 
branched out to other topics.  

I started profiling local neighborhood 
children in a segment known as "Whiz 
Kid of the Week" (the editor had 
previously written about my son Elan) 
and also dabbled with other topics, e.g. 
my family vacation to Disney World, 
a bar crawl in search of the perfect 
Sazerac, a local urban beekeeper, 
The Prospect Heights Babysitting 
Coop I belonged to.  Everything I 
published between 2011 and my final 
submission in 2014 has been archived 
on my Poster Page (https://patch.
com/users/adam-rabiner).  And all 
my film reviews for the Linewaiters' 
Gazette are arranged chronologically 
on the separate "Plow to Plate" blog.

By 2015, I had something of a portfolio, 
so it was not that much of a stretch 
when I submitted my review of a Turkish 
seafood restaurant in Sheepshead 

Bay, Liman, to Sheepshead Bites, 
since consolidated with other local 
news sites into Bklyner.com.  My debut 
article led to several more, including a 
Kosher hamburger joint, Yemeni fare 
on Atlantic Avenue, Nikkei cuisine in 
Park Slope, and Mongolian Hot Pot in 
Sunset Park. 

Writing, especially about such fun 
topics as film and food, is a terrific 
hobby.  It makes me pay more attention 
to what I am hearing, seeing, smelling 
and tasting - to make connections 
that I might otherwise overlook.  And 
beyond the actual writing, the end 
result is satisfying.  I confess, it’s cool 
knowing there is an archival body of 
my work on the internet.  And there 
is particular pleasure in seeing and 
feeling the Gazette’s tactile newsprint.  
I always grab a copy as I exit with my 
organic, locally grown tomatoes.  The 
small amount of money I’ve been paid 
by Patch.com and Bklyner doesn’t 
hurt either.  What, you thought I did 
this for free?

If you’re interested in learning more 
about the Park Slope Food Coop, 
check out some fun clips from a 
new documentary premiering soon 
at a theater near you! https://www.
foodcoop.com/food-coop-the-film/

Adam's article on the Yemeni cafe:
https://bklyner.com/an-evening-on-
atlantic-avenue-yemen-cafe-mocha-
hookah/

   SIDELINES                                              Do you have a hobby, second job or career change that's a passion project?  We want to hear 
                                          about what brings you joy, what challenges excite you as we enter this second half of our lives. 
From beekeeping to woodworking to triathlons to rock bands, we want to celebrate what makes each '88 unique.  
Send your story to newslettereditor@dartmouth88.org

DAVE OWENS
Hi, '88s!  My wife Becky '91 and our two 
sons, Andrew (George Washington University 
sophomore) and Peter (high school senior), 
make our home in the Silicon Valley, where 
I have worked for Google the last ten years.

As our sons have grown, I've looked for ways 
to stay connected with them. With Andrew, 
it has been politics. Lots of material there. 
Faster, stronger and more resilient than me, 
our younger son, Peter, and I have found 
obstacle course races a ton of fun. You need 
endurance, strength and other racers' help 
to tackle walls, heavy object carries, monkey 

bars, rope climbs, barbed wire crawls and 
mud pits. The challenge and camaraderie 
are really enjoyable. This picture is from a 
30-obstacle and 12+ mile Spartan 'Beast' 
race with over 4000 feet of elevation held at 
Snow Summit Ski Resort in Big Bear Lake, 
CA. Run up and down a ski mountain three 
times carrying heavy things...who wouldn't 
call that fun?  I was very happy to finish this 
under my target of five hours. Happy, sore 
and exhausted!

It was great to see and catch up with so many 
of you at reunion!
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President
Traci Byrne Gentry 

president@dartmouth88.org

   Vice President
    Lisa Ellis

vpcommunity@dartmouth88.org

Hello, ’88 Classmates!
I hope everyone had a fantastic summer.  It’s been great to see how many of us have continued 
our Reunion momentum through mini and micro reunions across the globe!

Your new Class Officer team is thrilled to be entrusted with leading our class to our 35th.  We 
want to hear from you, with questions, concerns and ideas.  Please take a minute to share a note 
or set up time to chat with me, or with anyone on the team.  Our contact information is below.

If you’d like to become more involved with the class, there is always room at the ’88 table!  Let 
me know your areas of interest – mini-reunions, a special event, community, communications, 
fundraising, service, or something that we haven’t done before. New ideas and new faces are 
welcome and encouraged!  

I’d also like to thank our outgoing Class Officer team for their tremendous leadership and their 
tireless efforts on behalf of our class.  We will miss you and will do our best to meet the amazing 
standard you have set for us.  
Best, Traci

                                         Two Scholars Funded by the Class of 1988
Congratulations to us! Because of our collective award-winning giving to the Dartmouth College Fund 

in our 30th Reunion year, two students will directly benefit from our combined generosity. 
Stay tuned – our two ’88 Scholars will be selected this fall and will share their personal stories with us all as their year progresses.

What is the Dartmouth College Fund Scholar Program? To maintain Dartmouth’s long tradition of need-blind admissions, financial 
aid dollars are essential, especially when 50% of the current student body receives financial assistance. With our help, Dartmouth 

guarantees a student will not be denied admission or have to forgo the Dartmouth experience because they can’t afford it. Students 
are increasingly relying on financial aid to make their Dartmouth experience possible – and the Dartmouth College Fund is the largest 

source of financial aid. The Scholar Program offers a unique opportunity for alumni to be directly involved by funding a Scholar.

Our 30th  Reunion raised $5.46 million for the Dartmouth College Fund and $18 million for the Call To Lead Campaign 
(for more on Call to Lead Campaign, visit https://calltolead.dartmouth.edu)

Each gift that we gave has a direct impact on a student. Dartmouth College thanks all D88s -- D88s are Better Together!

    As a Class, we broke two Dartmouth records and won several awards:
      HARVEY P. HOOD 1918 AWARD for the highest participation for a 30th reunion (65.1%) 

CLASS OF 1953 AWARD for the greatest number of reunion donors (651)
  CLASS OF 1964 AWARD for the most 1769 Leadership donors (144). 

  Treasurer
  Kim Fasolo-LoMonaco

 treasurer@dartmouth88.org

  Correspondent/Secretary
   Tory Woodin Chavey

correspondent@dartmouth88.org

 Webmaster
 Bob Striker

webmaster@dartmouth88.org

  Newsletter Editor
    Ann Jackman

newslettereditor@dartmouth88.org

 DCF Head Agent
Richard "Stretch" Cloobeck

dcfheadagent@dartmouth88.org

 Gift Planning Chair
 Geoff Hyatt

giftplanning@dartmouth88.org

 Class Stewards
 Mary Flounders Green & 

Val Fasolo
steward@dartmouth88.org

 Alumni Council Rep
Mary Flounders Green

alumnicouncilrep@dartmouth88.org

Class Officers



SEND NEWS TO
Ann Jackman at:

newslettereditor@
dartmouth88.org

Or go old school and mail in the 
enclosed green card! 

Download the newsletter at 
dartmouth88.org

STAY IN TOUCH!

www.facebook.com/
groups/dartmouth88/

   
www.linkedin.com/
groups/90725/profile

 www.dartmouth88.org

30th REUNION LINKS
For those who weren't able to make reunion and for those who just want to 
relive it, go to the newsletter at www.dartmouth88.org and click on the links 
below to revisit music playlists, the class slide show, the brilliantly moving 

Ted Talks and the '88 class photo.

Request for Reunion 
Photos 

We’d like to assemble the best 
library of classmate-submitted 
30th reunion photos. 

Please send photos to 
dartmouth88photos@gmail.com 

and Cuong Do will work his 
magic, once again.

Keep the reunion party going...
Dartmouth Homecoming
October 26-27, 2018

'88 Slideshow
Ted Style Talks
Memorial Video
Class Photo
1988 Graduation Video

Reunion Dinners Songs
Reunion Songs Master 
Reunion Songs Slow
Reunion Radio
'88 Songs

Cover photos IDs Top row: Sandy Broadus and Kathleen Bartels; Tim Ambrose and Pauline Garris Brown, Heidi Schwartz Brotman, Appie Owens 
Millsaps and Karen Rockenmacher Foney; Rachel Dratch, Andy Wilson, Lee Asher Prince, Bonnie Sard, Chris Kelly; Quave Burton
Bottom row: Maura Spangler, Kristen Morwick and Bev Hagerdon Thakur; Ernest Wotring, David Downie and Jonathan Risch; Gail Griffin and Pam 
Crandall; Anne Chmielewski Kushwaha and Tracey Nelson Tiedman; Wayne Weil and Kate Haffner


